Now you can:
- Edit a placed order
- Update currency exchange rates daily

You will be able to:
- Manage binding of serials issues
- Disencumber monographic series by amount
- Partially invoice items by amount (e.g., monographic series)

You will be able to:
- Receive an invoice monographic series
- Support shipping address not linked to a branch

You will be able to:
- Send invoice data to campus accounting
- Auto-claim serials
- Streamline label print workflows across WorldShare Acquisitions and Record Manager

Detailed enhancements:
- Edit a placed order, including changing fund information
- System will allow you to update currency exchange rates daily
- System will allow collapsing of individual issues into a single item record for the bound volume
- Invoice an item partially by amount, rather than percentage
- Items received in parts (e.g., issues) over years can be received and invoiced individually
- System will allow greater flexibility in configuring shipping and bill-to addresses for orders, including addresses not linked to a branch
- You can compile and make available for FTP outstanding invoices to be paid, and can receive resolution files back from the campus
- Serials can be automatically claimed in a single batch process
- Access new “My Labels” functionality

Read about latest release [here](#)